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VISION STATEMENT: 

If elected, I plan to use my knowledge and experience as Gizborit in order to have a                 
successful term. I plan on hosting 4 big fundraisers throughout the year to help with               
convention programming supplies, as well as many small fundraisers where the           
proceeds will go to other regional programs and ISF. I also plan on using my               
communication skills to reach out to my regional counterparts to help with shuk ideas              
and make sure each chapter is holding one fundraiser every other month. I hope to               
leave NSR with a lot of funds at the end of the term, along with keeping a steady                  
balance to be able to have great programs throughout the year. If elected, I believe I will                 
bring NSR to great lengths. 
 
How can we as a region work together to fundraise for ISF in a new and exciting 

way? 
There are so many ways to fundraise for ISF. A new exciting way to do so is to give                   
each chapter their own Tzedakah box. We can give blank recycled cans to each chapter               
for them to create their own unique Tzedakah box. At every meeting and prior, Gizborits               
can text out to group chats to make sure all members are informed, and so members                
can look around and find spare change. I believe that if everyone puts in a few spare                 
coins, each chapter can raise a lot of money for ISF. 
 

What are some ideas on strengthening chapter fundraisers and implementing 
new and creative ways to do it in an exciting way? 

A great way to put the fun into fundraising is to make any fundraiser interactive. A great                 
way to do this is to team up with other chapters whether it be a sibling chapter or                  
another chapter you are close with it's always fun to do it together. It is more likely that                  
people will show up because not only will they get to help out with their chapter, but they                  
also get to see their friends who they might not have seen in a while. Another great way                  
to fundraise is to do a craft or activity and sell the product. For example, a bakealong or                  
cupcake decorating is a fun meeting, but selling the sweets after they are made is a                
great way to earn money for your chapter. Interactive fundraisers are a great way to               
keep members involved while still making profits. 


